Applications in prescribed forms are invited from persons of Indian Nationality for the following posts at Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, Calcutta, a premier research Institute under Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Delhi.

**Scientist-C (Gr. IV (2))**
- Three posts (unreserved)
- Scale of pay: Rs 10000–325–15200
- Age: 35 years as on 20.02.2001 (relaxable for SC/ST/OBC/physically handicapped candidates as per rule)

**Post (i):** Educational qualification: 1st class M.Sc. in Physiology/Biochemistry/Life Science or equivalent subject with at least 65% marks or Ph.D. (Sc) and at least one (for Ph.D.) or four (for M.Sc.) years research experience in the areas of molecular enzymology, signal transduction, drug targets and free radicals in biological systems. Some experience in the Molecular Biology techniques and regulation of gene expression is also required.

Job requirement: The selected candidate will have to initially work in the area of Molecular Enzymology and study of molecular mechanism of drug action at the protein and gene level.

**Post (ii):** Educational qualification and experience: 1st class M.Sc. in any branch of Life Science or MBBS or equivalent with at least 65% marks or Ph.D. (Sc) or MD with one (for Ph.D.) or two (for MD) or four (for M.Sc., MBBS) years research experience in molecular immunology, hand on experience in modern immunological techniques is essential.

Job requirement: The candidate is expected to initially work on the role of glycoconjugates in immune response in cancer and parasite diseases in collaboration with clinicians.

**Post (iii):** Educational qualification and experience: 1st class M.Sc. in Chemistry or any branch of Life Science with minimum 65% marks or Ph.D. in allied subjects and one (for Ph.D.) or four (for M.Sc.) years research experience in molecular biology/molecular enzymology/protein chemistry, experience in structure–function relationship of enzymes using protein modification and molecular biology approach.

Job requirement: The selected candidate will have to initially work in the area of parasite biology, specifically on strategies of rational design of selective inhibitors of parasite enzymes.

Contd . . .
General conditions

1. The selected candidate will have to initially work in ongoing projects of the Institute, but will be encouraged and expected in future to plan and work independently in areas of importance to the Institute/CSIR.
2. Research experience must be supported by publications in reputed journals and/or patents.
3. Prescribed application form is obtainable from the Office of the Administrative Officer, Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, 4, Raja S.C. Mullick Road, Calcutta 700 032 up to 2 February 2001 either in person or by sending a requisition together with a self-addressed stamped envelope of 23 cm × 10 cm size bearing postage stamp of Rs 6.
4. Application complete in all respects with attested copies of mark sheets, certificates, reprints, etc. together with a crossed Bank Draft of Rs 25 drawn in favour of Director of IICB, payable at Calcutta, should reach this Office not later than 20 February 2001.
5. SC/ST/OBC/Physically handicapped/CSIR employees are exempted from application fee.
6. In addition to basic pay the posts carry other allowances, e.g. DA/House rent/Conveyance allowance, etc. as per Central Govt rules.
7. Period of experience in the requisite discipline/area of work will be counted from the date of acquiring the prescribed minimum qualification.
8. Age and experience shall be reckoned as on 20 February 2001.
9. Mere fulfilling the minimum prescribed qualification and experience will not vest a right in a candidate for being called for interview. The applications will be screened by a duly constituted committee and the Institute reserves the right to call for interview only those candidates who in its opinion are found to be suitable.
10. Applications from candidates working in Govt Depts/PSUs and Autonomous Organizations will be considered only if forwarded through proper channel (advance copy of application with requisite fee is permitted, but in such cases no objection certificate from the employer at the time of interview will be a must).
11. Relaxation in age, qualification and/or experience may be allowed in case of exceptionally meritorious/deserving candidates with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.
12. Appointment in a lower grade may be considered if no candidate is found suitable for a particular post.
13. Candidates called for interview will be paid 2nd class return train or bus fare by the shortest route.
14. If a candidate is related to any CSIR employee it must be indicated in the application with details.
15. Applications for each post should be submitted separately. Applications received after due date not supported with copies of certificates, mark sheets, etc. or otherwise incomplete are liable to be rejected.

CANVASING IN ANY FORM/BRINGING IN ANY INFLUENCE WILL BE TREATED AS DISQUALIFICATION.